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Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to explore the inner workings of El Sistema-inspired 

programs in the United States. The mission of the El Sistema program is to support social 

change through music. The central focus of this research is the social change aspect of the 

program.  This project took place over the period of a year and involved week-long visits at 

three geographically different locations in the United States. To collect data, I observed 

lessons, sectionals, and rehearsals in addition to conducting interviews with members of 

the administration and staff. This research found that through fostering individual growth 

among the students by developing strong student to teacher relationships, the programs 

make a positive impact on social change.  
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El Sistema in the United Stated: Achieving Social Change Through Music  

 

"Abreu and El Sistema have [brought] hope, through music, to hundreds of thousands of 

lives that would otherwise have been lost to drugs and violence,"    

 -Simon Rattle, Director of the Berlin Philharmonic 

 

Thirty-nine years ago Dr. José Antonio Abreu held the first rehearsal of the program 

that would become known as El Sistema. Eleven students gathered in a parking garage in 

the city of Caracas and began to learn the art of music from Abreu. He expected twice as 

many students the first rehearsal and understood that growing and developing El Sistema 

would be a lengthy process. However, he says that he knew the program would be 

successful because these students were so excited to be there (Bib Simon, Changing Lives 

FILM, 2008). Currently, the program serves well over 500,000 of the country’s most 

vulnerable and at-risk youth; it has touched over three million lives in its four decades 

(Caselli, 2013). The structures in which the program was held were falling apart and built 

with old material. It is in this humble place that the greatest youth orchestra in the world 

developed. Instead of perpetuating the poverty, violence, and hopelessness of the 

community, it allowed for children to succeed. The program aimed to change their 

students’ lives and propel them into success both musically and academically while 

simultaneously altering the communities around them (Caselli, 2013).   

              El Sistema has had notable success in creating an environment for the children to 

thrive in both realms of study: academia and music. Students receive high-quality music 

education in the núcleos after school. Núcleo, literally meaning nucleus, are the buildings or 
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sometimes very humble physical spaces that the students arrive at via bus in order to study 

music and schoolwork. After their instrumental and ensemble education they receive help 

with their school studies. The top orchestra, Orquesta Sinfónica Simón Bolívar, is arguably 

the highest achieving youth orchestra in the world. Its most famous alumnus, Gustavo 

Dudamel, director and conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, is one of the youngest 

major ensemble conductors in the world. 

               Due to the success of this method, numerous El Sistema-modeled and inspired 

programs have developed in over fifty different countries. In the United States alone there 

are forty-six programs across the country. These programs, from Seattle to New York to 

New Orleans, aim to aid high-risk youth from inner cities and foster their musical and 

academic education. 

               Research on the program is plentiful, although literature on El Sistema programs in 

the United States is less readily available. Because of its success in maximizing student 

learning, it is necessary to explore the true impact being made on students’ lives and 

communities. In the following section I will delve into the central themes of El Sistema and 

review existing research written on the program in Venezuela and those outside the 

original.  

Literature Review 
 

 El Sistema’s unprecedented success developing students’ musical education while 

impacting communities is widely known throughout the world and desperately attempted 

to replicate. 

  El Sistema is … a set of inspiring ideals, which inform an intensive youth 

 music program that seeks to effect social change through the ambitious 
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 pursuit of musical excellence. El Sistema focuses primarily on children with 

 the fewest resources and greatest need (Booth, 2013, p. 1).  

It is the focus on the students that enables it to make such a positive impact on their lives. 

Furthermore, the fact that it aims to reach at -risk populations helps achieve true social 

change because it is developing a population of students that are otherwise forgotten. 

 The ensemble experience is used to instill in children the idea of being a positive 

asset in their community (Booth, 2013). Using the ensemble as a metaphor for society at 

large, it is a place where students experience coming together as equal parts of a whole for 

the same purpose; students experience overcoming challenges together which allows them 

to understand and become better members of society (Landin, Roldan, Sandoval, & Zanussi, 

2013). The program is open to any one: as many students as would like to join, for however 

long they would like to stay, regardless of skill level (Booth, 2013). This fact is a reason for 

the impact the programs make on communities; it is a place for them to feel welcome. 

Students experience working together in a collaborative working environment made up for 

students from varying backgrounds, which perpetuates the society metaphor. 

 Research shows that participation in music allows students to develop socially. 

There is a correlation between participation in music and communicating more with 

parents and teachers, which is related to a higher self-confidence and self-efficacy (Broh, 

2002.) The involvement in musical ensembles and classes improves students’ self-images, 

self-awareness, and self-attitudes (Whitwell, 1977). At-risk students are a population of 

students in dire need of greater self-image because of the difficult environment they come 

from. 
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 Involvement in music programs has been shown to help at-risk youth by keeping 

them engaged and allowing them to feel like a part of something bigger (Whitwell, 1977). 

Furthermore, taking into consideration the at risk minority populations of El Sistema-

inspired programs, giving students the opportunity to participate in music will greatly 

benefit them. Success in music leads to a higher self-confidence level and increased 

motivation as a whole in the minority population of inner-city black youth (Marshall, 

1978). Furthermore, research has also yielded the same results among students from a 

low-income background (Costa-Giomi, 1999). 

 Collective impact initiatives involve a centralized infrastructure, a dedicated staff, 

 and a structured process that leads to a common agenda, shared measurement, 

 continuous communication, and mutually reinforcing activities among all 

 participants, (Kania & Kramer, 2011). 

 El Sistema programs are also committed to the academic success of their students in 

addition to their musical development. Programs across the United States and in Venezuela 

offer academic support for their students. Many have built-in study/homework time, hire 

tutors to help students with their academic coursework, and at times even offer counselors 

to attend teacher conferences with the family. Music has a positive impact on intellectual 

development (Hallam, 2007). There is a high correlation between participation in music 

and high motivation, which leads to greater success in school (Lillemyr, 1983). Because of 

the positive impact that involvement in music brings to students’ education, El Sistema 

programs focus on academics and music.  

 Participation in music programs helps develop the skills necessary for literacy. This 

literacy development is grossly important for students in at-risk communities because it 
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allows them to better foster their education. Literacy development is another positive 

impact that these programs have on their students’ academic careers.  

 In early childhood there seem to be benefits for the development of perceptual skills 

 which effect learning language subsequently impacting on literacy which is also 

 enhanced by opportunities to develop rhythmic co-ordination. Fine motor co-

 ordination is improved through learning to play an instrument (Hallam, 2007, p.22).  

 The existing literature written about El Sistema programs is rich in detail. It allows 

an insight into the workings of the method. Supplementing the research of various 

programs with findings on the positive impact of music in general creates an 

understanding as to why these programs work so well. It is shown that involvement in 

music helps students develop their literacy, self-confidence, academics, and overall well-

being. El Sistema programs are successful in doing so because they create a healthy 

learning environment to maximize student learning in both the academic and music 

classroom.  

Method 

Description 

             The purpose of this research was to explore the inner workings of El Sistema- 

inspired programs in the United States. With a specific focus on the social change aspect of 

the mission, the study aims to understand the effects of these programs on students’ lives. 

The study took place during the summer of 2014 during which I spent five days at each site.  

 

Participants  
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             Participants of this study were purposefully selected to adequately represent El 

Sistema programs in the United States. The three programs selected are on the East Coast, 

Midwest, and West Coast regions in order to account for regional population differences; 

they are the Music School for Children, Allegro Program, and Orchestra Program1. I selected 

programs not only based on regional location, but also on their self-proclaimed basis of 

being “El Sistema” programs or “El Sistema-inspired” programs.  

Data 

             During each visit I collected data through a series of field notes based on 

observations. I also conducted individual interviews. Administration and staff participated 

in the interviews; there was at least one administrator from each site that was interviewed.  

Two formal interviews were conducted with an administrator and/or instructor in order to 

gain insight into the program. The participants of the interviews consented to participate 

and were given a general guideline of what the process would be like via email prior to the 

interview time. The interviews were an average of 23 minutes long. In addition, I recorded 

field notes in each of the program’s class visits I made; at each site I visited about three to 

six classes. Classes were all about 60-120 minutes in length and consisted of sectionals, 

chamber rehearsals, and large ensemble rehearsals. In one of the sites, I was also able to 

observe and record field notes for their concert that lasted approximately 75 minutes. 

               The interviews were largely focused on the social aspect and how the participants 

perceive that is enacted in their programs. All of the El Sistema programs incorporate social 

change by the use of music classes and ensemble experiences. The participants were able to 

describe the needs of their specific communities and the social circumstances of their 

                                                        
1 These programs are named using pseudonyms in order to protect anonymity.  
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student populations face. After addressing these concerns, they described the methods they 

used in order to help “transform” their students’ lives for the better. Interviews were 

recorded on a MacBook Pro computer. These files were downloaded and backed-up to an 

external hard drive for safekeeping. The files were then transcribed. The field note portions 

of the data yielded six pages of single-spaced pages. The interview transcriptions yielded 

16 pages of single-spaced data. 

Trustworthiness  

             In order to ensure the reliability of the data, I used triangulation. By doing so I was 

able to cross verify the data. The peer-reviewer was responsible for reading the data and 

providing comments and a general opinion about the coding and themes. This allowed me 

to change any discrepancies in interpretation and ensure that the study would be an 

adequate representation of the cases. 

 Data Analysis 

             Following data collection, I analyzed the data inductively. I coded it by reading each 

statement line by line and attached a keyword or phrase as I read along (Emerson, Fretz, 

and Shaw, 1995). This preliminary coding led to categorization based on themes. The data 

analysis yielded three general themes (1) Social Impact, (2) Performance Opportunities, 

and (3) Reasons for success. The following material is a description of each program and a 

discussion of the themes.   

US Site 1: Music School for Children 

             The Music School for Children was established in 2003 as a pilot program on the 

East Coast Region of the United States. In 2008, it was reorganized in its current form. The 

program places an emphasis on musicianship through intensive instruction and high-
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caliber performance experience. The instructors are graduates of music performance and 

music education programs around the world. They provide pre-service training in addition 

to teaching support throughout their time with the program. The conductor is responsible 

for ensembles and the music education of the students as a whole. The administrative staff 

including the program director is responsible for raising and allocating funds to support 

their various locations. The Music School for Children serves over four hundred students 

throughout the metropolitan area in six different locations. They offer free after school 

group lessons, sectionals, and large ensemble rehearsals. The following is a description of 

one of their sites.  

             As I rode the subway to the Music School for Children I found myself feeling rather 

anxious. I spent a whole summer in the city and had visited regularly, but I never traveled 

far into it and had mostly stayed in a three-mile radius. My experience in this part of the 

city where the school was located was nonexistent and admittedly, I was unsure of what to 

expect. The difference between the part of the city I had experienced and this was 

noticeable; it was obvious that this was a community of a lower socioeconomic class. Brick 

buildings each around ten stories high still dominated the area, but not the giant 

skyscrapers that frame the skyline. While a large city is known for being a hub of diversity, 

the area was predominantly African American. 

             The elementary school was a large brick building. It had a metal fence surrounding it 

and there were small jungle gyms on the playground of the school. I went in through the 

only opened metal gate. The woman at the front desk seemed a bit distracted. She took my 

license, wrote me a pass, and asked me to go upstairs to check in with the program staff. 
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             As I walked through the school I noticed artwork hanging on bulletin boards in the 

school of different classes of the Kindergarten through Sixth Grade School. As I reached the 

second floor I found the auditorium that was a fairly substantial size considering it was an 

elementary school. I found the second office and was told to wait in the cafeteria for the 

teachers and students to arrive; they met in the cafeteria every day after school along with 

the other after school programs the school had. Students began trickling in and the overall 

noise level was much greater with each passing minute. Teachers of the program began 

arriving; their instruments identified them. The first teacher to arrive was the viola 

instructor.  

             I was eager to meet the instructors because the school and the administration put a 

big emphasis on their importance toward the students’ education and lives as a whole. The 

director explained,  

             The most important thing is that a child trusts you. When they trust you they want            

             to please you and follow directions and listen more attentively.  The relationship   

             between teacher and student is a fundamental aspect of our organization. It is not  

             just teaching three notes today, but it’s having the teachers take interest in the  

             students’ lives and making sure the students feel that…Yes, the social aspect is very  

             important to us and at the heart of that is the teachers because the students’  

             experience is intertwined with the teachers: that’s who they see every day, (Jenna   

             Smith, May 2014) 

             “Hi, my name is Gaby Rincón and I am here to observe today,” I introduced myself. 

“Oh, hi! I’m Sarah. I am the viola teacher,” she replied. It seemed natural to continue the 

conversation, so I asked her questions about her experience working at this El Sistema-
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inspired program. She had been there for a little over a year and applied for the job being 

asked by a friend of a friend. She explained, “that’s how most of us get hired, by hearing 

about job openings from our contacts.” She received her Master’s degree in Viola 

Performance from Manhattan School of Music. Her qualifications as a performer were very 

impressive as was her teaching experience. The trombone instructor, flute instructor, and 

trumpet/conductor were the other four teachers present. 

             When I interviewed the director she discussed hiring teachers and their importance 

for the organization.  

             I had the opportunity to live in Venezuela and study El Sistema in Caracas and I  

             asked them what I needed to do to ensure that I would have good teachers. Their  

             responses were always the same: ‘it is not always the first chair violinist, but the  

             person who has that spirit when you interview them that says they really want to  

             give back,’ she explained. 

             “You picked a funny time to come; they are going to be fun because our concert is 

over, it was last week, and it’s almost summer vacation,” Jane the conductor told me. The 

music students finally arrived and sat down on the benches of the cafeteria tables. They 

patiently awaited their snack: a small container of orange juice and a granola bar. The 

fifteen minutes of snack were over and the students all walked up the stairs into the large 

rehearsal room. While, normally, the rehearsals alternated between large ensemble 

rehearsals, sectionals, and group lessons/sectionals, they stayed together in their large 

ensemble because it was the last week of the program and school. 

             They held a recital for their teachers and peers. Students played as individuals 

and/or small ensembles after listening to their instructors’ performances.  The trumpet 
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instructor/conductors performed a small piece, the viola instructor performed the first 

part of her concerto, and the flute instructor did as well. Through these performances the 

instructors modeled good performance technique.  Furthermore, the students were 

completely captivated by their performances.  

             When the students’ turn to perform came, there was a huge burst of excitement in 

the room. Every student in the class of 38 (not every one was present because it was the 

last week), performed at least once in a small ensemble or as an individual; most of the 

students performed more than once. The performances ranged in ensemble size as much 

the piece selection. Some played their solos from Suzuki books, others played an original 

composition, some improvised, and some played popular songs. 

             It was clear that the students had made great progress on their instruments and 

were very eager to perform. There was great teaching and learning occurring as seen 

through the students’ performances. This could partly be attributed to the program’s data 

collection. The director explained, “we track our kids’ musical development. At the end of 

each semester the teachers evaluate each of their students’ musical progress.” 

             In particular, an eleven-year-old Hispanic percussionist’s performance stood out. He 

raised his hand ready to take his turn on the stage and walked up to begin setting up. He 

had a snare drum and a glockenspiel. Right before beginning his piece his instructor urged 

him to explain why it was so special. “I composed this song this semester when I had time 

during break,” he said, “it doesn’t have a title.” The piece lasted about three minutes and 

required him to alternate between both instruments. While he was a young player, it was 

obvious that his musicality was developing well. His technique with the drumsticks on the 

snare drum was quite good overall; he incorporated rolls and other complex rhythms 
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requiring him to switch stick patterns quickly. The mallet technique he had with the 

glockenspiel was also quite good. He had a basic sense of rhythm and phrasing. 

             Another student who stood out was a nine-year-old African-American clarinet 

student. He seemed nervous as he walked onto the stage, but he performed three times 

during the recital. In his solo performance he performed a classical piece, and a popular 

song. He introduced his second piece, Suit and Tie by Justin Timberlake, and told the 

audience that he had “learned it by ear.”  

             The ensembles that the students made were very entertaining to watch. While some 

quartets had been working on a song for a while and had rehearsed others were 

impromptu. A group of five students, two clarinet players, a trumpet player, a 

percussionist, and a cellist, performed. They discussed what they would play and took 

turns improvising. While it was not a rehearsed piece, the students were eager and excited 

to perform for their peers.  

             The students also played an improvisation game, which helped explain some of the 

students’ comfort level with doing so in the recital. They all sat in a circle with their 

instruments out and took turns improvising individually. Each student got to improvise 

with two different sections in a call and response order; the group would play a little 

introduction that was always the same, the player would call, the group would respond, 

and the player responded again before they moved on to the next person. It took quite a bit 

of time to get through all the students, but the students stayed engaged.  

             The musicianship each student showed while he or she was improvising was 

evident.  Most students did a combination of rhythms and more advanced techniques such 

as glissandos. They seemed to use this opportunity to try various things such as vibrato and 
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other techniques they did not necessarily use in the ensemble setting. Although, they were 

engaged throughout the game, it was obvious they enjoyed being the solo improviser the 

most. Musically, the students were performing extremely well. Their musicianship and 

abilities were outstanding and it was evident that great teaching and learning was taking 

place.   

             Social change is an important mission for the Music School for Children. They aim to 

positively affect students’ lives and benefit the community as a whole. In order to keep 

track of this and ensure that their students are benefiting they collect data at the end of 

each semester. The director explained their process of data collection.  

             We collect and monitor not only their musical progress, but also their social  

             development as well. We have our parents fill out evaluation forms at the end of  

             each semester not only about their satisfaction with the program, but also any  

             changes that they notice in their children in regards to the social indicators. So, “has  

             your child showed any changes in terms of social indicators?” or “has your child had  

            any academic changes occur?” “Has your child showed an increased openness in  

             trying new things?” Or does he have a boost in self-confidence? It’s qualitative. (Jane    

             Smith, May 2014) 

             It is through this data collection that they have seen a positive impact on the 

individual lives of their students. Both parents and teachers report that the students are 

making great strides. Throughout the semester, the students learn and work on their 

behavior by learning rehearsal and ensemble etiquette; it is reported that the longer they 

are involved in the program, the easier it becomes for them to follow these rules. Parents 

report an increase in their child’s grade point average after becoming involved. Finally, the 
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instructors generally report that by the end of the semester, the students seem to get along 

significantly more; they become part of the ensemble, which gives them a sense of identity 

and purpose.  

 

US Site 2: Children’s Music School 

            The Children’s Music School in the Midwest Region seemed very well organized. The 

school has an administrative staff and leadership. These positions include the President 

and Artistic Director, Development Manager, Development Coordinator, and the Operations 

Manager. This team is responsible for the administrative aspect of the program; they 

fundraise and apply for grants in addition to finding spaces to rehearse and covering the 

legality aspect of the school.  

             The school also has musical staff. Each location has a director overseeing the entire 

program. There is a conductor that leads rehearsals and makes musical decisions regarding 

the large ensembles. Finally, there are various instrumental instructors; each instrument 

has an instructor. This organization of their staff provides for an efficient program working 

towards sustainability and growth. 

             It was a clear and sunny day and the school was only two miles away from where I 

was staying, so I decided to walk. It was a great way to see the city and experience the 

community the school was in. The loft I rented was in a nice area on the northern part of 

the city and the school was in a neighborhood known for its higher crime rates. As I got 

closer to the school I noticed a significant increase in the number of people walking on the 

streets. There were not as many cars driving but a huge number of people sitting outside 

their shops, walking with their children. The variety of languages spoken increased as well; 
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there were more Vietnamese, Korean, and Hispanic shops and restaurants. This was 

obviously an area with more minority populations. Furthermore, there was a degree of 

diversity in the area among the minority groups.  

             The location of the Children’s Music School was a huge elementary school. It had 

four stories and was extremely long and wide. It was the largest elementary school I had 

ever seen. The building was brick with off-white trimmings and was surrounded by black 

metal gates throughout. The same neighborhood also had the middle school and high 

school. There were at least ten doors and I waited at the second door after calling the 

director so that she could let me in. The doors were locked at all times.  

             Inside the school, it was obvious that it was summer vacation. Classrooms were 

being turned upside down and deeply cleaned for the next year. The hallways had extra 

desks and chairs, bulletin boards, and furniture as the classrooms were getting their 

carpets cleaned. Not all the classrooms were as chaotic, however. The rooms allocated for 

the Children’s Music School Summer Program were organized and clean with stands, 

instruments, and music throughout.  

             The community and the school were humble and it was a great place to enact their 

mission of “transform students lives through music” as the director explained. She went on 

to state 

             Ninety-seven percent of the students in this school live below the poverty line. When  

             you come from poverty and you don’t have a lot of material stuff it can be difficult   

             sometimes to find your self worth in something. With this program, basically we are               

             giving these students an identity. With their French horn or their violin, they  
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             suddenly have a purpose and they feel that they are part of something that is  

             important and special (Anna Jones, July 2014). 

The first class I observed was a wind and percussion sectional. They rehearsed in the 

auditorium. This session was both to rehearse as a sectional for the large orchestral 

ensemble piece and to rehearse their piece as a band. Part of the concert, which was on 

Friday, included the students playing as an orchestra and as a chamber string orchestra 

and a chamber band.  

             The students were all sitting in a typical fashion for band with the upper woodwinds 

in the front, followed by the lower woodwinds, and the brass. The percussion was in the 

back. I was impressed with the percussion section because there were four of them and 

their set up was quite complicated. It involved the large instruments, timpani, vibraphone, 

and glockenspiel and smaller percussion instruments like snare drum and hand percussion 

instruments. I was told that the timpani player had just auditioned and been accepted into 

the a very large and competitive youth orchestra. He was not the only one to be accepted 

from the program. “We had about 13 apply and 11 got in. And these students rarely get 

private lessons, so it’s really a great testament to what we do here,” the director said.  

             The rehearsal was efficient. The conductor spoke minimally and the ensemble took 

all the directions he gave immediately. The pieces they played were standard band pieces 

and were grade-level appropriate. The instructors were present as well and gave 

suggestions to their students in between pieces and sections. The percussion instructor 

was standing behind his students and helped them make adjustments to their instruments 

such as the height of the snare drum and helped them count. He was from Caracas and 

went through El Sistema in Venezuela before moving to the United States.  
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             I am just so glad that this program exists and that I can teach music to these  

             students. It is such a great experience to have been taught by a similar  program and  

             turn around and become a teacher. Many of us from Venezuela do that. It is very 

             common to stick with El Sistema for the rest of your life, (Juan Hernández, July 

             2014). 

             The strings chamber orchestra rehearsal sounded just as good. There were many 

violin students, 21, but there were also eight cellists, three bassists, and ten violists. As a 

whole, the ensemble was quite balanced. They were also working on their large ensemble 

pieces as well as their strings orchestra pieces. They were playing a classical piece and a 

“fun” piece called Allá en el Rancho Grande, which is a Hispanic folk song that was adapted 

as an orchestra arrangement. The director explained, “many of our students are Hispanic 

and we came up with this idea of playing this piece so that they know they can play other 

genres of music with their instruments. It’s not only classical.” 

             Seeing the students rehearse was impressive. They were very attentive the entire 

time and it was obvious they had learned rehearsal etiquette; they knew when to ask 

questions, who and how to turn pages. Their technique was also great. The entire ensemble 

had good bow holds and was producing good tone on the instruments. The bass section, in 

particular, was doing well. Their instructor was playing along with them, which the 

students seemed to enjoy, and they were all very unified. The musical development of 

students was high and the director explained how they achieved this. 

             We do musical metrics tracking. We have juries twice a year. The students play  

             individually, which is a good experience because they can’t always be masked in the  

             orchestra. We want them musically to challenge themselves and play on their own.  
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             So we have juries twice a year where we have a panel of judges that consist of  

             teachers and every once in a while we will bring some one from the outside and we  

             have a rubric that they fill out. That and we also have student progress reports so 

             the teachers of the small sectionals fill out twice a year, (Anna Jones, July 2014). 

             When they began rehearsing Allá en el Rancho Grande they became very happy. 

Their faces lit up and it was obvious they genuinely enjoyed playing the song. The 

arrangement stayed true to the folk song and required off the string alternations between 

the lower strings on beat one and upper strings on beats two and three. Their musicality 

really came through because they were playing accurately with good technique. 

             The summer session classes were very well rounded in music education. Fridays 

were known as “Friday Fun days” and the students participated in elective courses. These 

elective courses included Steel Drums, Music Theory and Composition. One of the more 

popular classes involved students learning about how instruments are made and getting to 

decorate old instruments. It was great to see that the program aimed to teach students 

music and different musical experiences as opposed to strictly Western orchestral 

repertoire on their specific instruments. 

             The concert was well-received by the audience members. The auditorium was full 

with parents and family members eager to see their children perform. On stage, the 

physical set up was rather complicated because the two different orchestras were 

performing separately and as a side-by-side. Then they had the band and chamber strings 

ensemble and the steel drums ensemble played as well. The concert lasted a little over an 

hour and was packed with good music. Afterward, there was a reception put on by the 
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parents. Because the program is free of charge, they do ask that parents donate three 

volunteer hours, such as helping with concert receptions, in order to keep them involved. 

             The Children’s Music School prioritizes social change. They make sure that their 

students are being positively affected by their involvement in the program. The director 

spoke about this in detail.   

             They develop self-esteem when they leave school and they’re carrying their  

             instrument home, they have an identity, something to be proud of. We  occupy their  

             time from 3:15-5:15 and there’s a lot of gang activity in the neighborhood, so from a  

             practical standpoint, we are keeping them busy so they don’t get involved in other  

             activities while their parents are still working. They develop confidence because  

             they learn that they can be good at something and they understand the power that  

             music and a musical instrument can have on the way they feel about themselves.  

             That whole idea of the orchestra program is that it is a large ensemble so they work  

             together as a team. They learn, obviously, teamwork skills is a huge part of it they  

             feel like they are part of something that is bigger than themselves, so they are  

             responsible for something, they develop leadership skills, especially the older  

             students teaching the younger students. They start to develop those skills in  

             teaching and leading someone else, (Anna Jones, July 2014).      

             They track the social impact of their students as well. This helps the program gain 

funding because it shows that their mission is working and is greatly benefitting the 

students and community. The director explained their process of tracking social impact.  

             We have been working with the University Psychology department and they helped  

             us develop surveys that we give to our parents twice a year and that our older  
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             students also fill out their own form about age ten. Those answer questions that  

             were designed by our partners at the University to assess how they feel about  

             themselves, how they see themselves in social settings, how they interact with other  

             people in their classrooms, how does their family perceive or what changes has the  

             family seen in the child? The last one that a parent filled out, she said that her child  

             was on ADHD medication and since joining the orchestra he’s not, (Anna Jones, July 

             2014).   

US Site 3: City Youth Orchestra Program 

             The City Youth Orchestra Program is one of the oldest El Sistema inspired programs 

in the United States. It is located in the Southwest Region of the country. It has grown 

exponentially to incorporate a series of locations across the metropolitan area in order to 

reach more students. The eldest of the locations, the Center, has three orchestras with 

three hundred plus students. The three orchestras are at different ability levels in order to 

include more students in the large ensemble experience. The program offers orchestra, 

sectionals, group lessons, and other ensembles such as Latin Band and Music Theory. They 

have an administrative staff that runs the organization in terms of financing and legality. In 

addition, they have a teaching staff including the Director, Conductor, Instrumental 

Instructors, and school tutors to help with homework. The following is a vignette 

describing my experience at the City Youth Orchestra Program Center Location.  

             Traveling from my hotel to the music school was complicated. It required three 

interstates and several streets. Traffic was extreme near the school, which is in the heart of 

downtown: it is a very heavily-populated urban area. It was the expected scenery of a large 

metropolitan city’s downtown: large buildings, very busy traffic, and a combination of 
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white collar workers leaving the area and minority populations living in the area. The 

neighborhood surrounding the school had small buildings that looked old and run down. 

The most interesting part of the neighborhood was that the school was located right next to 

a prestigious private university.  

             When I arrived I walked in following the numerous children carrying stringed 

instruments. There was a check-in table at the front of a Senior Center that was used as the 

area for classes after school hours. Depending on the day, some classes were held at the 

Senior Center. The other classes are held across the street at a large Expo Center. The 

building was built a few years ago and houses several after school programs one of which is 

the City Youth Orchestra Program. The organization of having two buildings works well 

because the small classes such as group lessons and sectionals are held in the Senior Center 

and large classes like ensemble rehearsals are held in the Expo Center.  

             After checking in I entered the Senior Center. It was an older building with several 

rooms with wooden floors. The students were walking in with their instruments and 

immediately knew where to go. I waited in a larger room on the first floor and saw violin 

students walking in. Finally, I asked one where the classes were going to be and where 

Jenna, the Student Coordinator that was to show me around was to be. The students told 

me that this room was a tutoring room where students do homework while they are 

waiting for their rehearsals or for their siblings to finish their rehearsals.  

             Jenna walked in and we introduced ourselves. She showed me around both buildings 

and explained the class schedule of the students. There are three different large orchestras 

at all different levels. In addition to these ensembles they also have a Latin Band, 

Technology class where they use iPads and Garage Band to make music, and theory classes. 
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The school offers many programs and opportunities for children to learn music in more 

than just an orchestral setting. In addition to these classes the program provides group 

lessons with a class of students at the same or very similar ability level on the same 

instrument. They also attend sectionals with their instrumental families. The musical 

education the program offers seems extremely thorough, especially considering it comes at 

no cost for the students’ families. When I interviewed Joanna, a student who had just 

graduated she told me of her experience in the program and the vast impact it has had on 

her life because of music.  

 Well, music for me, is very important. I grew up here in South Los Angeles and there 

 is a different culture here because like going to the Hollywood Bowl and all these 

 performances and opportunities we’ve gotten, it’s not part of my culture, my family 

 wouldn’t normally do that; it’s only because I am part of YOLA. It’s really cool to see 

 the community we’ve made here and I can’t think of how different my life would be 

 if I weren’t part of this orchestra because I have met so many different people from 

 our area and then so many people from different countries- the Simon Bolívar 

 Orquesta, the Brazilian orchestra that came a couple months ago. So it’s really good 

 to see that even though we don’t speak the same language, we can still play this 

 amazing music together and have this incredible experience (Joanna, July 2014).  

             After the entire tour she gave me, I was allowed time by myself to observe any of 

their classes. I began in a clarinet group lesson held in the Senior Center. The class had six 

students all with the same ability level and around the same age; they appeared to be about 

ten to eleven years old. The instructor was a professional clarinetist who received both his 

Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Clarinet Performance. He ran the class very efficiently. 
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The students knew to come in and immediately take out their instruments, tune, and warm 

up. Once it was officially time to begin class, the students all tuned together.  

             After tuning they began their warm up. The students played two scales together. 

After they finished the scales, they took their class book out: Essential Elements, a popular 

method book for the music classroom. The class spent about twenty minutes practicing and 

reviewing their exercises and songs in the book. They would play the songs together and 

the instructor would make suggestions. In a particularly difficult passage, the instructor 

had the students play individually. This was very interesting to see because the students 

got individual attention and he was able to make suggestions to each student about their 

playing. He would say things such as “that was great, John, but what if you sat up and took a 

breath from your diaphragm?” These suggestions were helpful to the students because they 

were able to improve based on their instructor’s feedback. The last activity the class did 

was a game of note reading. In order to improve their sight-reading, the instructor played a 

game with the students in which he would hold a music note up on a flashcard. The 

students would immediately have to read the note, identify it, and play it on their clarinet. 

If the class played the correct note, they got a point and if they were not able to identify it, 

they would go back and review it. They decided the note was a C and then reviewed the 

fingering. Finally, as a class, they played the correct note together.  

             The next class I observed was a brass class. It was mixed brass because the trumpet 

instructor and the trombone instructor taught it together. There were three trombone 

students: two trumpet students, and one horn student in the class, so it was still a small 

class. This brass class was run similarly to the clarinet class. I came in late, so I had missed 

the tuning and warm up process, but I saw the rehearsal. This class used a very popular and 
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widely used method book as well. The class was reviewing the three exercises and songs 

they were assigned in the book. They played both as a class, as instrument sections, and 

individually. These instructors also had both degrees in Trumpet and Trombone 

Performance. Their feedback to each student was concise and very helpful because each 

student improved after including these suggestions. After reviewing these exercises they 

switched activities and worked on breathing and buzzing exercises. The students seemed 

to like the exercises and were very excited to go through them.  

             There was a Latin Band rehearsal in the Expo Center. Although the center is very 

large, there are more programs and classes than there are rooms sometimes. The rehearsal 

was being held in the large hallway outside of the large ensemble room. The band had 

seventeen students with three instructors who played with them and the director making a 

band of twenty-one musicians. The instrumentalists were string players, violin, viola, and 

bass, and wind players, clarinet, flute, trumpet, and trombone; the students also sang 

choruses. The band ran the song they were working on and the director made suggestions. 

He told them the rhythm was off in the string section and the intonation could be better in 

the winds “so make sure and support.”  

             Finally, I observed the second large ensemble orchestra rehearsal. It was being held 

in the large rehearsal room of the Expo Center. The room was very large and had space for 

parents or audience members to observe in the back. Sitting in the back, I was able to see 

the orchestra had about fifty-five students in the ensemble. They had a full orchestral 

ensemble with all the instruments except for bassoon. The students of the ensemble were 

around thirteen to fifteen years old. The conductor ran the ensemble very efficiently and 

smoothly. The students were very attentive and understood rehearsal etiquette meaning 
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they were quiet and paid attention when they were being given directions. They also raised 

their hands respectfully when they had a question. The students played extremely well 

together and responded well to suggestions and feedback from the conductor of the 

orchestra. 

             The City Youth Orchestra Program offers a very well rounded musical education for 

their students. In addition to fostering their students’ musical growth, they also support 

their students’ academic growth by providing tutors to help with homework. They also 

allocate time for the students to do homework with these tutors when they are not in 

rehearsals. It is clear through a student’s interview testimony that the program hugely 

impacts its students.  

 It affected me so much with my self-confidence. I learned so much. I even learned 

 simple things like learning responsibility and working hard; we have to work hard 

 with everything. Every opportunity they have like extra performance opportunities, 

 we have to write essays for and sometimes go through interviews. So it was always 

 more than just music it was always learning so much more and it has prepared me 

 for interviews in and after college. I know what I want to do and if I didn’t have 

 music I would have no idea and my life would be so drastically different (Joanna, 

 July, 2014).  

Discussion 

 Throughout the research process and the various interviews, a significant theme 

that emerged was the importance of the teacher to student relationship and the importance 

of the teachers themselves. Because of the large role the instructors play in students’ lives, 

they see the students every day, they make the greatest impact. This teacher to student 
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relationship paved a road for social change as the students were positively affected through 

these relationships. 

 As the director of the Music School for Children stated “it is the teacher they see 

every day. It is the teachers that understand that it isn’t about teaching them one note, but 

also making sure they are ok.” Students spend a lot of time with their instructors and begin 

seeing them as role models. 

 “Perhaps the most important differences in what happens to children at school 

 depend on who their teachers are: what they understand about children and about 

 learning, what they are able to do to respond to the very different approaches and 

 experiences children bring with them to the learning setting, what they care about 

 and are committed to as teachers,” (Hammond, 2003, p.150).   

When teachers care about their students and maximizing their students’ learning, it fosters 

a healthy and positive learning environment. By caring about these aspects of teaching they 

take the time to help propel their students onto a pathway of success.  

 This fundamental relationship provides students with a sense of stability. No matter 

the day-to-day activities of their lives and homes, they always have music classes to attend 

with teachers who genuinely care about them. This relationship and the stability it 

provides allow for a social change to occur among individuals. It is these relationships 

between students and teachers that also play a significant role in the learning outcome as a 

whole (Fymier & Houser, 2000). When students feel genuinely cared about it creates a 

healthy and safe learning environment. 

  Furthermore, positive reinforcement greatly helps students learn and also feel good 

 about themselves; it is a type of emotional support the teacher provides to the 
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 student as s/he gives positive feedback. The ego support the teacher provides helps 

 students feel good about themselves because it allows them to develop self-esteem 

 and a sense of control in the classroom (Burleson & Santer, 1990).  

This relationship allows for a development of the individual and his or her self-confidence, 

which allows for a positive change in the community.   

 The individual change and the small instances of change in the individual was 

another main theme of this research. Social change begins with individual change. By 

positively affecting and impacting an individual, a series of subsequent changes will occur. 

The individual can in turn make a positive change in his peer, no matter how small. It is this 

kind of action that inspires the social change in the community as a whole to occur. With 

the research the programs conduct through surveys it is clear that involvement in the 

program affects students’ over all well-being; they are more attentive, learn responsibility, 

and receive higher grades in school. 

 Experiences in childhood both in regards to the community, family, and school 

dictate what people learn about the world in values and what to expect from themselves 

and the world (Jones, 1980). By placing a child into a positive and healthy environment- 

like these El Sistema-inspired programs students shape opinions of themselves and what to 

expect of themselves and the world at large. Furthermore, allowing learning to take place 

in a group environment maximizes student learning as well. Learning achieved in a 

collaborative environment in which students learn together and help each other is 

extremely beneficial for the individual learner; it allows the knowledge to become “vibrant 

and nonstatic (Toch, 2014). Because the learning that takes place in the programs is 

completely in a collaborative environment, large ensemble rehearsals, sectionals, and 
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group lessons, the learning is maximized. As previously discussed, greater learning leads to 

positive feedback from instructors, which in turn, lead to a higher self-esteem development 

in the students.  

Conclusion 

 Through this research, it becomes clear that music is a valid venue for social change. 

Because of the nature of the learning environment, it is easy to make a positive change in 

the individual student. The collaborative learning environment of the ensemble nature of 

the programs provide for maximized learning. This combined with the positive feedback 

given in an influential student to teacher relationship helps students gain self-confidence 

and feel empowered. It is through these individual impacts that the community at large 

benefits. 

 El Sistema-inspired programs are beneficial for communities and social change 

because they aim to reach an at-risk population of minority youth. One of the greatest 

aspects of these programs is that they are able to reach this population because their 

services are free of charge. Because the programs face some funding hardships in ensuring 

they have adequate funds and teacher pay, while simultaneously keeping the cost at zero 

for the families, it would be beneficial for them to enter into a symbiotic relationship with 

the Music Education department at a local university.   

 Undergraduate students need to gain experience in the field in order to practice 

their craft and maximize their students’ learning and understand the ways in which to do 

so. Greater field experience leads to a higher success rate for undergraduate students (Fant, 

1996). Therefore, the music education students would benefit from this relationship 

because it would enable them to gain necessary experience in order to succeed in their 
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field. It would also benefit programs because it could be used as an in-service experience 

and/or part of a Methods course, which would make the cost affordable for the program. 

This partnership would prove extremely beneficial for both parties involved and would 

allow young El Sistema students to continue their musical development by exposing them 

to more teaching perspectives and styles. Furthermore, creating a built-in practicum for 

Music Education undergraduate students strengthens their teaching expertise before fully 

entering the field.  

The El Sistema philosophy fosters a healthy environment for students to grow as 

musicians, students, and people. By incorporating an emphasis on the well-being of each 

individual the program is able to make a positive impact on the entire community as they 

provide support for at risk students.  
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